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Advance Praise for Wings:

“Different times, different places, different muses, but toujours 
France. In Wings, while offering a feast of discoveries, tastes, 
feelings and surprises, Erin Byrne shares with us her fascination 
with a country that rewards those who love its idiosyncrasies as 
much as its delights. To join Erin Byrne on her travels is to see 

France through the eyes of an ever-curious and affectionate friend.” 
—Alan Riding, author of And the Show Went On: Cultural Life in Nazi-Occupied Paris

“I found myself re-reading this book with growing delight. As a writer, Erin Byrne has a graceful touch 
and a knack for telling captivating stories. As a traveler, she is sometimes obsessed, confused or a bit 
distraught. All the better for us. Byrne doesn't just see, she feels and that makes all the difference.” 

—Tim Cahill, author of Jaguars Ripped My Flesh and Hold the Enlightenment 

“Reading Wings reminds me of the memorable moments I've had riffling through boxes of old postcards 
and the pages of antiquarian books in the beloved green boxes of the bouquinistes along the Seine in 
Paris. The serendipitous thrill that can be found discovering long-lost wonders in the bookstalls is similar 
to the joy found in Erin Byrne's essays about France's grand treasures, from her museums to her old 
bakeries, creaky bookstores, wine shops, sun-spangled cafes, the red windmills of Montmartre, and even 
the harrowing bullet holes left behind from past wars. Read on, for this is a reverie-inducing glimpse of 
past and present France.”  

—Phil Cousineau, author of The Book of Roads: A Life Made of Travel and The Art of Pilgrimage
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About the Book: 

France is steeped in refined traditions, with its rich history, exquisite art, robust culture, and varied 
cuisine. Writer Erin Byrne was changed by traveling around this country with the ghosts of artists and 
historical figures who shared with her their guides to living. 

Wings: Gifts of Art, Life, and Travel in France (Travelers’ Tales | March 15, 2016) is a collection of 
essays drawn from Byrne’s travels across the country. From Cézanne’s studio in Aix-en-Provence to a tiny 
village in the Jura Mountains, from a neighborhood bistro on the Left Bank of Paris to a plain high above 
the Normandy beaches, she travels through France collecting stories, characters, tastes, and secrets that 
act as ingredients for change, then takes those experiences and digs deeper to uncover meaning. 

Henri Cartier-Bresson issues a challenge, Sainte Geneviève offers resilience, Salvador Dalí seduces, 
Picasso entertains, and a wrought iron sign portends the future. Wings is about the gifts that we all glean 
from our travels. This book will inspire readers to unwrap their own images and impressions in a new 
way. 

About the Author: 

Erin Byrne writes travel essays, poetry, fiction and screenplays. Her 
work has won numerous awards including three Grand Prize Solas 
Awards for Travel Story of the Year, the Reader’s Favorite Award, 
Foreword Reviews Book of the Year Finalist, and an Accolade Award 
for film. 

Erin is author of Wings: Gifts of Art, Life, and Travel in 
France (Travelers’ Tales, 2016), editor of Vignettes & Postcards From 
Paris and Vignettes & Postcards From Morocco (Reputation Books, 
2016), and writer of The Storykeeper film. She is occasional guest 
instructor at Shakespeare and Company Bookstore in Paris and on 
Deep Travel trips.  Her screenplay, Siesta, is in pre-production in 
Spain, and she is working on the novel, Illuminations. 
http://www.erinbyrnewriter.com/ 
http://travelerstales.com/ 

Book Launch 2016 Events: 

March 19 
Book Passage, 7PM, Corte Madera, CA 

April 11
University Bookstore, 7PM, Seattle, WA 

April 12
King’s Bookstore, 7PM, Tacoma, WA 

April 15 
Auntie’s Bookstore, 7PM, Spokane, WA

June 16 
Shakespeare & Co, Paris, France 




